Expedition to the
Peruvian Amazon Jungle
by CLAUDIA DICKINSON
have just returned from the Peruvian Amazon
jungle! The jungle and river were fabulous - I
fell in love with the people, the land, and of
course, the fish, and will
return soon. There are no
words to describe what a
time I had...my heart and
my spirit have been
captured forever .....
It was under the
exceptional guidance of
Dr. Devon Graham and
Margarita Tours, as well
as celebrated authority on
fish, photography, and
wildlife, Dr. David
Schleser, that a small
group of us traversed the
river and explored the
jungle, collecting and
observing a combined
total of over 230 species
of fish in their natural
habitat. We were into mud 'over our ears'
(almost!), seining the river and dip netting the
streams and banks. We hiked...and hiked, during
the day, and at night, we hiked some more, and
took the skiff out to view the wildlife. An added
pleasure was to have Marilyn Weitzman and Jaap
Jan de Greef along to share their wealth of
knowledge. The camaraderie amongst our group
was paragon, as we shared the special warmth of
family, and formed everlasting friendships.
Having dreamed of a visit to the Amazon
for years, I had always thought that my first visit
would be to the dense inland regions of Brazil. I
first learned ofthis expedition to Peru through Luis
Morales, proprietor of Watersedge Travel
http://watersedge-travel.com/. With his meticulous
attention to detail, the last year had found Luis
diligently organizing
group plans for the
adventure. I was intrigued, but a look at the
calendar made it clear that the date was only weeks
following the annual American Cichlid Association
convention in Texas, and surely out of the
question...maybe.....
Texas was Grande - and what did I do?
I spoke with everyone who has traveled, about
where to go, how to prepare, and what to expect.
The best and most heeded thoughts came from Ron
Coleman, who echoed one of my own longtime
philosophies of 1ife, "go with no expectations, and
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you will receive no disappointments." I have
discovered this outlook to be the perfect ingredient
for the richest of experiences, and the Peruvian
Amazon jungle expedition
was surely no exception, as
each moment was
brimming with memories
that I shall treasure forever.
Barely in the door
from Texas, I took one
look at my bags that were
still packed, and dashed off
an e-mail to Luis, and
another to Devon and
Margarita Tours, with
hopes that they might still
squeeze me in. As Devon
was out on the Amazon
River for the next week,
there was no time to spare
in waiting for an answer, so
I proceeded on, full speed
ahead, with obtaining my

The Amazon and its wildlife are intrinsic to
Devon Graham as he dedicates his life to
ensuring a positive future for the land, its
people, and its creatures.
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passport, inoculations, and a whirlwind of
collecting the necessary gear. The good news did
arrive from Devon at the end of the week, in a
characteristically welcoming e-mail, and I was on
my way!
The decision to make the majority of the
flight to the final destination of Iquitos during the
night on Friday made perfect sense, as that is when
one normally sleeps. And how fortunate for me, as
Luis had booked the exact same flights! This
brought a shared excitement, as well as time for me
to receive valuable camera tutoring from Luis.

the boat and procedures, after which we chose our
bunks, and quickly unpacked and arranged our
equipment. It was not long and word was sent that
our first collecting site was approaching. We
rapidly donned our fishing gear, which came to
mean any item of clothing, under and outer
garments, that we knew would soon be soaked with
river water, caked with mud, baked by the sun,
possibly spattered (sometimes drenched) with rain,
and the resting place for an insect or two. It
became clear that the same clothing was best worn
for all collecting, with a quick dry over the railings
of the Tucunare in between sites. The soon-to-be
familiar mental checklist ticked off: brimmed hat,
(sun)glasses, insect repellent, sunscreen, followed
by what would be: wet socks, squishy wet
sneakers, collecting net, bucket, camera, and
plastic 'Zip Loc' bags for bringing wildlife
specimens back for photographing.

Luis Morales's digital camera is a great
curiosity to the Amazon children.
Most of our group met in Lima early on
Saturday morning, and after what we were soon to
discover were normal delays, we were on our final
flight to Iquitos. Devon was at the airport to greet
us and he, along with a staff member, made certain
that all of our luggage was accounted for. We were
then whisked off for the beginning of our
extraordinary adventures! The first night we had
lovely and gracious accommodations atthe Dorado
Plaza Hotel on the Plaza de Armas in Iquitos, with
a delicious dinner at a local restaurant amongst the
new and existing friendships of our group. It was
my first taste of what was to come of the exquisite
Every meal was
foods of South America.
accompanied by a sumptuous juice of papaya,
mango or some other exotica ~ nothing as I had
ever experienced before, each rich and luscious in
its own distinctive character.
Sunday morning we were packed and
headed out by 8 am to the waiting minivan that
took us through the streets of Iquitos, amidst the
many open-air 2 passenger taxis that filled the
streets. Arriving at the port facilities, we hiked
down the sandy beach and made our first climb
aboard what was to become our frequently used,
and beloved little skiff. The expectancy enveloped
us as we sped off to our awaiting pamacari
riverboat, the Tucunare. Over the next week an
intimate affection and respect would foster for this
beautiful riverboat, and I shall always recall my
first vision of it, as it rested peacefully, moored
alongside the banks of the Amazon River.
As the Tucunare departed downriver with
its new charges, we were given an orientation of
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The Tucunare
We hopped into the waiting skiffand sped
up the Rio Nanay to the junction of the Rio
Momon. As it was the dry season in Peru, the
waters were exceedingly low. Jumping out of the
skiff brought us our first encounter with the deep
mud that engulfed us (literally!) over the course of
our journey. During our travels, the question
became not 'if it was muddy, but just how deep
the mud was in a particular spot. After several
trials, I learned that I could manage to pull my legs
out if it was just above my calves. When I
observed the men go in over their thighs, I came to
realize that I had to skirt that particular area in
order to reserve my strength, as pulling ones body
through the thick mud was intensely energy
depleting.
My first time out, my first collecting site
~ okay, I had a few things to learn. With all of
Nature's uncertainties, one thing about the Amazon
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River and jungle is for certain, what you do need to
learn, you learn fast ~ and you do not forget! The
crew was already on the other side of the river,
casting the seine net in a wide arc as some of the
others in our group swam over to begin working
the parameters. Not to lose a moment of new
experiences, collecting net in one hand and bucket
in the other, I began wading through the mud, and
then into the water. The bottom dropped away
from under my feet, and it was time to swim. So
now I am going to concede and tell you what I
quickly learned!

Seining into the reed beds held rich rewards.
Although I practically grew up
underwater, as my father is a noted SCUBA diver,
swimming across a tributary of the Amazon, fully
clothed, with drawstring pants that fill with water,
net in one hand and bucket in the other, is a
situation abounding with lessons to be learned!
Naturally, my bucket immediately fills with water,
and as hard as I try to hang onto it ~ please
remember, my other hand is holding a 12" x 12"
net with a four foot handle ~ I soon have no choice
but to let go of the water-laden bucket. How
mortifying! How was I going to admit this one ~
here I am, out in the middle of the river, with no
bucket to put my fish into! Now my pants are
laden with water, I am trying to hold this
momentarily seemingly, larger-than-life net over
the water, and still searching behind me in hopes
that the darn bucket is going to magically reappear
so that I do not have to admit to my folly.
Somehow, I made it across to the seine -laughing,
of course! Then the fun really did begin! By the
way, after undoing the pant drawstrings from
around my ankles, and releasing half of the
Amazon back to continue on its downstream
journey, I now remember to leave the drawstrings
open before taking the plunge! I did learn my
lessons through experience, as I was determined,
ready to enjoy and appreciate to the fullest, and not
about to let one moment of this wondrous
adventure pass me by!
As the net was worked into the shoreline,
the glistening bodies of fish (the cichlids first,
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being the smartest, of course!), realizing their
capture, could be seen leaping high in the air, some
of them over the net, and back into the safety ofthe
waters on the outer side. What an unequivocal
thrill came over me as we gathered the net up to
the bank. The powerful crew members, Segundo,
Cesar and Eugenio, pulled the ends, while the rest
ofus worked the center by holding the corks on the
top of the seine up above the water, and moving
the bottom edge through the mud, keeping it
tucked under to prevent any escapees. A mass of
fish of all species, sizes and shapes, flipped and
leaped, their scales brilliantly dazzling in the bright
sunlight, shimmering across the entire length ofthe
net. It was a breathtaking site! Everyone excitedly
began picking through the catch, calling out the
names of species discovered amongst the bounty,
placing those in our buckets that would return to
the boat with us for identification, photographing,
or to take back to the US, and returning the others
back to the river. Among our finds there was a
lovely mix of cichlids which included Mesonauta
insignus (Peruvian festivum), Acaronia nassa,
Biotodoma cupido, Cichla monoculus,
Hypselecara temporalis (chocolate cichlid),
Pterophyllum scalare (angelfish) and Satanoperca
jurupari, as well as Acestrorhynchus falcatus
(freshwater barracuda), Hemigrammus pulcher,
Parauchenipterus galeatus (woodcat), and
Boulengerella maculata, along with a vast array of
other species. There was tremendous elation for
all, with something to suit everyone, and the
cichlid enthusiasts among us, Scott Jacobson, John
Luckshire, Luis Morales, Ed Young and myself,
were certainly ecstatic!

This Chlronius scurrulus (rusty whipsnake) was
most patient while posing for his photograph.
Young specimens are a bright green.
Returning to the skiff, our group was
ready to move onto the next location, filled with
the enthusiasm ofour good fortune. We were short
one member and looked across the ridge to see
Jaap-Jan coming out of the jungle where he had
walked up a small stream to collect, as was
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customary for him to go off and explore for prime
spots, always returning with something new and
different. This time his bag held such prizes as
Apistogramma bitaeniata, as well es Pyrrhulina sp.
'Nanay.'
Moving further up the Rio Nanay, we
stopped at several more sites, one being a 'brush
trap' of dense branches that had been set out to
attract fish. This was a great success in harboring
Pterophyllum sea/are, to the immense delight of
Luis and some of our other angelfish enthusiasts.
It was now time to make our way back to the
Tucunare, where a delicious lunch would be
waiting.
Segundo, Cesar, and
Eugenio
accompanied us on all ofour collecting excursions.
Segundo was amazing in his notorious prowess at
catching with his bare hands any form of wildlife,
be it fish, snake, bird, frog or insect. Cesar
excelled at searching out and discovering the best
fishing locations and the rarest fish. If you had a
dream fish, Cesar wanted to know about it, and he
would find it. Eugenio was a master at going off
into the jungle and locating new collecting sites,
bountiful with rare finds, as well as steering our
skiff with an innate skill, through the low waters,
around fallen trees, and over the many traps laid
along the way by the river people. All three men
were forever ready if one needed a helpful hand,
and as on several occasions we traversed fairly
rough terrain, they were ofttimes my heros.
Always in the best of spirits, their contagious
laughter resounded across the Amazon River and
quickly drew us all to join in with good cheer.

Segundo was notorious for his prowess at
catching any wildlife with his bare hands, be it
fish, snake, bird, frog, or insect!
more exquisite than the next. The platters were
piled high with steaming hot seafood, chicken,
'local meats' (please use your imagination!), rices,
potatoes, yucca, sauteed bananas, and breads, as
well as delightful chilled dishes of fresh slivered
hearts of palm, avocado, broccoli, cauliflower,
beets, peas, carrots and always a huge assortment
of fresh local fruits and juices that rival any that
Raul's beautiful
you have ever tasted!
presentations were unsurpassed, as his creativity
went far beyond the sumptuous cuisine, with every
dish carved and decorated to perfection. Emerson
was magical! His quiet care for every minute
detail of our needs went without compare. I never
ceased to be surprised, and touched, by the
thoughtfulness and concern that Emerson put into
making sure that our stay was a pleasant and

John Luckshire and I cross over a steep ravine.
Emerson and Raul remained to watch over
the Tucunare, handling the many items that needed
tending to there. Raul was our chef, preparing the
most delicious meals that one could imagine, each
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Cesar excelled at discovering the best fishing
locations and the rarest of fish.
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enjoyable experience. That was the way of all of
our time spent with Margarita Tours. I shall
always treasure the friendsh ips, memories, care and
kindness provided by the entire crew of the
Tucunare.

brought portable battery-operated air pumps
hooked those up, which proved to be a great help
to the welfare of the fish for the duration of their
stay in these temporary quarters. Scott had brought
a used sponge filter as well, which is a wonderful
idea that I shall be adding to my list for the next
trip.
Extra fish went into a holding tank for
identification and observation. Later we would
spend time going through these, selecting
individuals for photographing, and placing them in
the photo tank.

Our extraordinary chef, Raul, preparing one of
his delicious meals!
As the skiff pulled up alongside of the
Tucunare, we hoisted our buckets and nets on
board, and climbed up on the bow where the crew
helped to hose down the mud from our pants, shoes
and legs. Our shoes and socks came off on the
deck, where they would be hosed further and piled
in the sun before our next collection site. Once up
on the top deck, we carefully sorted through our
fish, recorded pH, hardness and temperature
readings of the water of origin in the collecting
buckets, and placed the fish, along with fresh river
water, in tubs and coolers. Those of us who had

The extraordinary crew of the Tucunare.
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Dr. David Schleser is a master in a diverse
num ber of fields, the taxonomy of fish being one
of many.
David immediately pulled out his
notebook after each collecting event and
meticulously catalogued our catch. I shall always
fondly recall David, totally immersed in his
subject, turning it upside down, pulling out fins,
counting rays and scales, and noticing finite details
that surely would pass by the less experienced eye.
One hand grasped the fish, as the other flipped the
pages of any of a number of books from the
Tucunare library. An exclamation of glee as the
proper identity of one of the more mystifying
specimens was located. David's keen eye and vast
knowledge of the taxonomy of our fishes is
immeasurable.
Once our charges were set after the
morning's excursion, any water changes that
needed to be done were taken care of before we
went down to our bunks and donned a dry set of
clothing for lunch. Our wet garments were hung
up on the top deck to dry as much as they might
before the next outing. Suddenly aware of our
hunger, we gathered over Raul's luscious lunch,
which was devoured with gusto as we exuberantly
relived our adventures.
Lunch was always
followed by a welcome siesta, as a peacefulness
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settled over the boat, spawned by the fresh air and
strenuous physical activity.
Two o'clock
"collecting site
approaching!" We jumped into our clothing that
was a bit drier after hanging out under the
afternoon sun, grabbed our equipment, and were
off. This excursion found us hiking ajungle trail to
Momon Cito, a small stream off of the lower Rio
Momon that was almost dry from the lack of
rainfall. The thickets and overhang were dense as
we reached a log bridge that had been built by the
river people. Once crossed, we winded and slid
our way down the banks of a steep and jagged
ravine to spread out in the waters of the gently
trickling stream. Dipnets went to work in the

Dip netting in the Momon Cito, which was thick
with leaf litter amidst fallen trees, branches,
and intertwined roots.

Traversing a log bridge built by the people of
the Amazon. Note the steep banks, which are
submerged in water during the rainy season.
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center of the stream, and then right up into the
edges of the banks, full of promise with a thick
accumulation of leaf litter, amidst tree roots that
intertwined and wound their way down into the
water. This location brought Characidium sp.,
Nannobrycon eques (pencilfish), Pyrrhulina sp.
'Momon Cito,' Brachyhypopomus sp., more
Hemigrammuspulcher, Hoplias malabaricus (wolf
fish), which we were to find in all sizes throughout
the trip, Hypoptopoma sp., Farlowella amazona,
Rivulus irubrolineatus, Crenicichla proteus,
Aequidens diadema, Laetacara thayeri, more
Apistogramma bitaeniata and Crenicara
punctulata.
The afternoon flew by, and as the sun
began to make its way over the western horizon,
we reluctantly pulled ourselves away and headed
back to the Tucunare, mindful of the need for fresh
water and care for the fish in our buckets. The
sunsets of the Amazon are breathtakingly beautiful
events, spanning an hour or more of an ever
changing kaleidoscope of opulent colors. Once on
the boat we took time to pause and reflect on the
loveliness before us, bringing our cameras out for
multiple shots of the constantly shifting skies.
After tending to the fish, our hearty
appetites were delightfully appeased by another
delectable meal as we compared notes over dinner
and Devon announced plans for an evening
excursion, or the next day's journey further up the
Amazon. One of our evenings was a wonderful
dream, as those of us who felt so inspired took the
skiff out on the Amazon River to view the night
wildlife. We wore our headlamps and held
flashlights, which reflected the eyes of creatures
along the river's edge, in the water, and up in the
trees. Devon expertly guided us, and the crew was
in top form as the boat was adeptly steered into the
shoreline, our lights holding a targeted animal
spellbound. Ready for action, with the rest of us
cheering him on, Segundo deftly maneuvered
himself, whether it be reaching out, darting after,
or leaping for, the unknowing creature, to bring it
back to the skiff for observation and
photographing. Devon, with his extensive wisdom
and lifetime of experience and jungle lore, narrated
the animal's identification and habits, while
answering our many questions, patiently being
certain that all were given an opportunity for
photographs.
Another evening was spent on a most
eventful night-hike through the jungle. With the
jungle-savvy crew in the lead, and Devon on the
outskirts and ever-mindful of those towards the
end, our way was lit by only the lights in our hands
and the moon overhead. We shared a memorable
and beautiful adventure, filled with wildlife and
exquisite photo opportunities. An ardent and
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inimitable instructor, David took time to pass along
his extensive photographic knowledge as he
pointed out the best angles, use of flash, and
camera settings.
The generator ofthe Tucunare was turned
on three times a day, and shut off at 9:00 pm, or
shortly thereafter. It seemed as if my head barely
hit the pillow and sleep came over me, filled with
dreams ofthe Amazon, its wondrous creatures, and
the special people who live there. My little clock
would strike 5:50 am before I knew it, and another
magical day would begin.
The people of the Amazon River bring a
warmth to your heart as they are so kind, and
forever filled with cheerfulness and laughter. They
have so little, and are wanting of even less.
Happiness is food for their families, clothing on
their backs, a roof of banana leaves over their
heads, and the love of family and friends around
them. As our boat wound its way up the river, they
came running out to greet us, always with a big
wave and a smile. Devon and David were
celebrated, and it was evident that they bring great
joy and are cared for deeply by the people of the
jungle. When we hiked through their lands, they
welcomed us, and as Devon spoke with them in
their native tongue, they pointed the way, or led us
to the best collecting sites. The people of the
Amazon River are truly beautiful.
Aside from fishing, we went on several
excursions amongst the small villages. On one of
these we visited the Yanamono ('black monkey')
distillery, where we watched the ancient art of
sugar cane going from the raw state of growing out
in the field, to the final product of sugar cane rum,
or Agua diente. The canes were crushed by a
horse-driven chum, and then boiled in a huge
caldron, where the juice was fermented to

At the Yanamono distillery the sugar cane is
crushed by a horse-driven churn.
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The juice is fermented to perfection in this huge
caldron, as it evolves into the popular Agua
diente (rum).

A choice of straight rum, ginger rum, molasses
rum, and 7 roots rum is set out by our hosts for
our tasting pleasure.
perfection, and in high demand as the popular local
rum. As the guests of the gracious proprietors, we
sat down to a taste, along with cheeses and
crackers, and were given the opportunity to
purchase any of four flavors, ginger, molasses, 7
roots, or straight Agua diente. I chose several
bottles of 100% molasses, which is delicious!
Now that the weather is turning a bit chilly here in
the US, I am wishing my choice had been more
diverse!
We collected in a beautiful lake, Atun
Cocha, where dragonflies flitted along the water's
surface, and the waterlilies gracefully shaded the
shallow edge. This was well worth the thick
muddy footing, as it yielded a wonderful catch of
Pygocentrus nattereri, Hyphessobrycon bentosi
(rosy tetra), Hyphessobrycon newboldi,
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Hyphessobrycon copelandi, Hem igramm us
unilineatus (featherfin), Carnegiella marthae
(black-winged hatchetfish), Erythrinus erythrinus
(red wolf), Copeina guttata, Leporinus jriderici,
Abramites hypselonotus (marbled headstander),
Centromochlus heckelii, Auchenipterus sp.,
Pimelodus Pictus, Hoplosternum thoracatum,
Corydoras elegans, Ancistrus sp., Aequidens
tetramerus, Apistogramma cacatuoides and Heros
appendiculatus (green severum).
Crossing the Amazon River to the Rio
Apayacu, we fished in the Apayacu Creek near the
village of Apayacu, and then onto the Yanayacu
Creek. With the low waters, it became apparent
that some of our original destinations needed to be
altered, but our alternative locations proved to be
equally prodigious. Each and every location
brought its own stories, memories, and rich
rewards, such as the massive electric eel, with its
graceful body and striking orange throat, that was
caught in a small stream where we were wading,
and the immense Iguana, spotted watching over us
from high above in the top of a towering tree.
Pevas bestowed exceptional collecting
along the shores ofthe lower Rio Ampiyacu, and a

The blackwater cocha (floodplain forest lake)
upriver from Yanamono was beautiful as well
as prolific.
hike to a clearwater creek behind Pevas was
breathtaking as well as prolific.
Here our
endeavors turned up Astyanax bimaculatus,
Boehlkea sp., Copella nigrojasciatus, Pyrrhulina
semifasciata, Trichomycterid sp. (non-parasitic),
Ancistrus sp. 'olive,' Hypostomus sp., Synbranchus
sp., Crenicichla proteus, and the stunning
Apistogramma 'Pevas.' Warren Van Varick
captured the Trichomycterid sp. (catfish, non
parasitic), and was so kind as to give this beautiful
specimen to me as a gift to bring back to the US to
add to my collection.
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Returning downstream, the Tucunare
steamed along at a good clip. A reed bed near the
mouth of the Rio Apayacu proved to be
sensational, as we had what would be our last and
one of our most exciting seines. The net was cast
in a huge arc around the mass oftall grasses, and as
it was worked into shore, the reeds were unearthed
from the river bottom and pulled aside. As the area
began to clear of the obstacles, the seine was
expertly guided to surround the location and then
into the shoreline. I still smile as I recall, as if I

Looking out over the Rio Ampiyacu from the
Pevas hilltop home of our gracious host and
celebrated artist, Francisco Grippa.
was still there, our profound glee and exultation
when we pulled the net up to discover a huge
redtail catfish as I never thought I would see in its
natural habitat! We also found Roeboides sp.,
Serrasalmus rhombeus (black piranha),
Pygocentrus nattereri (red-bellied piranha),
Cynopotomus sp. (river dog), Leporinus sp. af.
jasciatus, another Leporinus sp., more Abramites
hypselonotus (headstander), Apteronotus sp.
(similar to a black ghost without the white
markings), Steatogenys sp. aff. elegans,
Steatopygus sp. (a long graceful knife fish with a
thin light line mid-body), Hassar sp. af. notospilus
(mouse catfish), Pterodoras granulosus, more
Farlowella nattereri, and another Farlowella sp.,
Learius marmora, Pterygoplichthys pardalis, and
I was so happy for Warren, for his dream fish,
Zungaro zungaro (formerly in genus Paulicea)
(commonly referred to as the giantjello catfish, or
giant jelly catfish), had been located!
Our final day aboard the Tucunare had
arrived and I was overwhelmed by emotions of
great joy and fulfillment, mixed with a touch of
melancholy, for it was all too soon to be departing
this beautiful land and its people, as well as the
friendships that I had made along the way. That
last day bustled with sorting, labeling and packing
our fish, taking them to the exporter, visiting
Panduros, another huge import/export company,
where we purchased more fish, and finally settling
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As the sun begins to set in the western skies, we head back to the Tucunare to care for our newly
collected fish, and relive the adventures of the day.
into our hotel. Devon and Margarita Tours treated
us to a wonderful farewell dinner amongst dear
friends, filled with the delicious indigenous fare of
the country and river, and abundant with the
recounting of our recent adventures.
Now that I have returned, I am looking at
my fish from a different perspective, learning
Spanish, eating rice, yucca, bananas and papaya,
feeling the spray of the river over my face as the
skiffspeeds through the water, murmuring 'trampa'
in my sleep, smiling back at the wonderful and
genuine people who live along the river.....and
dreaming of the day that I return!
If you have a dream - follow it.
Margarita Tours, Devon Graham, David Schleser,
the remarkable and kind crew of the Tucunare,
Segundo, Cesar, Eugenio, Emerson and Raul, the
extraordinary people who I had the good fortune of
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traveling with, Luis Morales, Marilyn Weitzman,
Jaap-Jan de Greef, Willem de Greef, Scott
Jacobson, John Luckshire, Warren Van Varick, Ed
Young, Friday eve spent with George Richter, and
forever my inspiration, my dear SUBSEE, and as
always, my dear Dash, made my dream a reality,
and I shall be back for more!

With special thanks to Dr. DavidSchleser
for his kindness and generosity in contributing his
invaluable expertise tofish, wildlife and collection
locale identities, as well as other factual
information regarding local Amazonian lore.

Editor's note: this article is scheduled to appear in
an upcoming issue of Tropical Fish Hobbyist
magazine.
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Project Amazonas, Inc. is a non-profit organization, .
dedicated to the protection of the Peruvian rainforest and its
people. Margarita Tours works hand-in-hand with, and is a
strong supporter of, Project Amazonas, both working towards
advanced efforts of conservation, research, medical assistance
and sustainable development in the Amazon. Operating three
biological field stations and conservation reserves, Project
Amazonas has made impressive strides towards conserving
natural resources, improving health care, providing emergency
medical treatment, and ensuring that students and schools have
the necessary supplies. Funds are reinvested in the local
communities, and the employees of Project Amazonas are the
people who call the Peruvian Amazon jungle their home.
We can play an important role in the continuing
success of one of the many programs embraced by Project
Amazonas, such as Emergency Nutrition, Sustainable
Development, Education, or Conservation, by logging onto
www.projectamazonas.com. Please click on 'Emergency
Nutrition' to begin your journey on this website. Once you
read these pages, you will have a true understanding of the
needs of the region, the reality of the despair, the hopes for the
future, and what we can do to make a difference!
Contact Information:
To become a part of Project Amazonas:
Project Amazonas website: www.projectamazonas.com
President: Dr. Devon Graham; e-mail: mionectes@aol.com; tel: (954) 491-1065
For your next expedition to the Amazon:
Margarita Tours: www.amazon-ecotours.com
Dr. Devon Graham; e-mail: margaritatours@aol.com; tel: (954)764-8274
For your travel plans:
Watersedge Travel http://www.watersedge-travel.com/
Proprietor: Luis Morales; e-mail: Lmorales45@comcast.net; tel: (732) 651-1435

Our Generous Members
Only three people filled out the form at last month's auction, and I know a lot more than that donated items.
If you want to have your donations recognized (and yes, a "50/50 donation" IS a donation), remember to
put your name on the "GCAS Auction Donation Sheet." Last month, the following members donated
items: AI Grusell, Anton Vukich, and Rit Forcier. Thank you!

Today (December 7) is the
wedding anniversary of GCAS members
Stephen and Donna Sica.
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